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occasion, they would sit and smoke and discuss all things in
heaven and earth.
But these were the leisure hours. Mr. George had found
Henry a place in a printing house in an effort to keep him ashore.
There the boy first learned to set type. Working at the case
helped to broaden his education. He learned to spell correctly
and he absorbed much general information from the material
he set in type and from association and discussion with others
in the print shop. He made it a practice to appeal to the men
around him for accurate information about historical and polit-
ical dates and facts.22
One day, while setting type as an apprentice, the first puz-
zling question of political economy came to the boy. An old
printer pointed out that wages were low in the old countries
and higher in the new ones. It seems strangely contradictory
that where population and progress were centered and where
industrialization was heaviest, wages should be lower than in
new, sparsely settled places.23 He gave long thought to this
anomaly.
But the topical affairs of the nation also absorbed Henry
George's interest. He became an ardent abolitionist and fre-
quently argued the matter with his parents. His father, being
a loyal Democrat, supported Buchanan. His mother reminded
him that the Scriptures seemed to sanction slavery. She was
convinced that the tales of cruelty to slaves were exaggerated
and that the majority of slaveowners were the same sort of
'"humanely disposed people" as herself.
However, the boy was already beginning to understand some
of the connotations of the word "property." He contended
hotly against what the owners "could do" since "if slaves were
property, their masters, having the right to do what they please
with their own property, could ill-treat and even kill them if so
disposed."24
With his friends, he formed "The Lawrence Literary Society/'
which met in a small building that had once been a church.
The object of the association was "educational"; it focused on
the writing of essays. The name of "Hen" George appeared on
two of these essays, one on Mormonism, toward which he took
a belligerent attitude, and the other on "The Poetry of Life." 25
But the literary ambitions of the club soon waned in favor of
social activities. The boys developed a fondness for telling
lurid ghost stories, for boxing and fencing, and for singing

